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Abstract 
Countries adjacent to the Harirud (Hari River) basin (Iran, Afghanistan and 
Turkmenistan) suffer from water shortages and simultaneous increasing 
populations and expanding needs in the agricultural and industrial sectors. 
These rising problems have illuminated the inefficiency of myopic attitudes 
and plans which have been implemented in the past years in order to 
overcome the troubles arising from drought in regional countries. Under 
such circumstances, expansion of regional cooperation on water questions 
necessitates the avoiding of realist attitudes to security and water and 
attention to these two issues within the framework of human security. This 
framework can lead to the expansion of water cooperation in the Harirud 
basin countries based on mutual interest of the regional people and meeting 
their reasonable needs within the region. On this basis, this article 
emphasizes the necessity of change in traditional attitudes to the question of 
water and security to prevent the transformation of water shortage to a 
source of dispute and conflict among regional nations. It also offers 
solutions for the expansion of water cooperation among Iran, Afghanistan 
and Turkmenistan in the Harirud basin and overcoming problems arising 
from water shortage in the region. 
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Water: A Theoretical Outlook 
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and Water Shortage in the Harirud Basin  
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Location of Harirud and the Friendship Da

sert in Turkmenistan into which water from p
n and Turkmenistan flow. Part of the southw
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sin of Karakum is estimated at 117,297
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s, i.e. 20%, in Turkmenistan. Figure No. 1 show
these three countries in the Harirud drainage b

Shares of Each Country in the Harirud Drai
Basin 

Iran 38% 
Afghanistan 42% 

Turkmenistan 20% 
Source: Fadaei and Chekangi, 2005: 13) 
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ual volumetric flow rate of Harirud at the Kh
ted at 38 cubic meters per second and the
ater transported downstream is estimate
2 billion cubic meters. The stream of the Har
inter and early spring. This river swells its ba

he bulk of its annual water stream takes place 
of the spring, which constitutes around 70%

he period of water decline in the river starts fro
ither dry or of a very low stream in summer a

ng Engineering Company, 1993: 4-8). 
ation arrangement governing the Harirud was
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e the borders of Iran, Russia and Afgha
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Iranian and Soviet border-dwellers over the di
ng to the death and injury of several pe
ecific regulations for Iranians inhabiting border
ng agricultural farms and banning or restrictin

plants like cotton and sesame were among the
n those areas (Taher Ahmadi, 2005: 262-263). 
d the necessity to determine the shares of both 
common border rivers led them to sign a 24
bruary 20, 1926 concerning "Exploitation of B
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ghts according to the 1921 agreement concerning
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ages in such an action while not showing 
rticipating in common trilateral meeting
exploitation of the water resources of the Hari
enistan implement unilateral plans in respon
coordinated actions, complex problems will un
which no party will benefit. Afghanistan is the 
he Harirud basin, but when it comes to this b
hown any willingness to take part in negotiati
ve agreements. The Afghan government see
for unilateral policies in order to compensate f
s during the Soviet occupation and civil w

d Turkmenistan - the middle and lower riparian
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light of regional cooperation is the way pav
ble exploitation of shared waters and mutual a
n and development of Afghanistan.

regional states reveals that realism is their dom
ntifying the problem of water shortage. From
possess water resources provides the bas
eserving power and exercising it against neig
not helped perpetuate provision of water res
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threats related to the vitality and survival of h
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Turkmenistan have not witnessed any tens
the question of water, except for the division 

s water, which has caused controversy in 
tions. Nonetheless, their collaborations hav
pite of their historical, cultural and geographic
untries have already done with respect t
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idance of the costly and counterproductive pa
y which lead to adverse effects on renewable

mization of water consumption particularly i
r, reconstruction of traditional exhausted cana
ble irrigation methods have to be put on the re

endas. 
population growth and containment of unb

among other recommendations that can be dis
n negotiations concerning the management of
e political level, the successful implementati
n requires the determining of the real value of

basket of interests for carrying out 
n this basket, possibilities and needs shou
gional states become obliged to meet needs in 
ch other's possibilities. For instance, Iran
hould proceed to meet Afghanistan's needs 
econstruction and development sectors. In pur
and economic collaboration, it is indispensa
gime for exploitation of shared waters in 
sustainable manner.  Making appropriate law

domestic systems of each of the three countri
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e design and implementation of a successful p
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removing serious security threats arising from
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will be plausible and attainable if priority is giv
an security, mutual interests and expedien
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